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January 14, 2010. TV Host Tries to Get Best Friend, Pals to Check out his Deviant Sex Life. Host
Tries to Get Best Friend, Pals to Check out his Deviant Sex Life.TV Host tries to enlist his best friend
and his girlfriend to check out his deviant sex life on a new dating show.Sarah HylandnewslookUnited

States of AmericausSarah HylandKim Kardashian01:37Deal: Galaxy S8 with 32GB of free storage
for $100 less on T-Mobile We may earn a commission for purchases made using our links. Today is

the first day of Galaxy S8 availability, and with just a few weeks left till its release, Samsung is
already bringing down the price on two of its flagship models. First up we have the Galaxy S8 on T-

Mobile for $669, which is $50 cheaper than the regular cost of the Galaxy S8. Not only that, but there
is also 32GB of free storage and mobile hotspot on the S8 on T-Mobile for just $100, a price that you
would otherwise have to pay for a larger storage or more data. If you haven’t pre-ordered a Galaxy S8
yet, this is a pretty good time to take advantage of this offer. This discount is good on any Galaxy S8
model on T-Mobile’s network. The main difference between the 32GB and 128GB versions is their

storage, but other than that, they look similar. There is also no trade-in required for the 128GB model.
This offer is not valid for Galaxy S8+ users. The offer is good for a limited time, so make sure to act
fast if you want to take advantage of this discount. DISCLAIMER: T-Mobile regularly runs offers for
eligible devices on its network, including this deal for the Galaxy S8. The deal is for the 32GB model.

All offers and network conditions are subject to change without notice. This deal is 3e33713323
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